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ARTHLIGHT made the lunar plain a vast
pool of brilliance. Beneath the high bright
rims of the craters canyons twisted wildly,

and lava flows threw highlights of eerie brilliance
from their fire polished edges.

Jon Dyke, in his cumbrous space suit, threw
the petcock open that let the last tank of oxygen
into his suit. Here, in the base of the crater, he must
make contact with the Mocs—and soon—his
oxygen was getting low.

He paused for an instant, looking down from
the rim of the crater at weird shapes below him,
rising out of the plain like fantastic dragons out of
the sea. It stirred something inside him, yet he was
unable to put a word to the emotion. He was able
to put few feelings into words. He wondered again,
briefly, with the oxygen petcock in his fingers,
what had possessed him to undertake a mission for
which he was so unsuited.

Standing so, in the eerie earth-light, ghosts
seemed to stand beside him, whispering in his ears.
There was his superior, president of Galactic
Spaceways, saying, “You’re a fool, Jon! Look at
your personality figures: mental index nine,
personality index two. No wonder you are our best

research physicist. Leave adventure to the
extrovertive indices. Forget this wild idea.” There
was too a woman’s voice, Dawn Shane’s voice,
saying scornfully, “You’re just a machine, with
your atoms and ergs. You don’t know what the
world really is, or what people are like. You never
will, as long as you stay in the shell of your mind.”

For an instant her face lived before him, deep
turquoise eyes blazing into his, red lips below them
in a tiny heart shaped face. He wondered again,
briefly, what would have happened if he had
followed his impulse, and kissed her then.

Of course he hadn’t, he was too shy. But her
words corroded his mind till he had insisted on
undertaking this mission.

For a moment his ears heard the hiss of the
oxygen as it filtered into his suit, for a moment he
wondered, panicky, if it was enough, if it would
last till he made contact with the Mocs.

Then the thought vanished in his fear of
meeting the Mocs. Not that he had a physical fear,
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but the thought of meeting a strange race, of trying
to express himself before them, or conversing with
them. He groaned—Mental index nine, Personality
index two. Almost as much intelligence, far above
the norm, and a personality index way up there.

This was the man Jon had to beat. If Galactic
Spaceways was to establish the first base on Luna
he would have to convince the mutant Mocs, who
dominated the satellite, that such outer world
communication was desirable. Not only that, but
that Galactic Spaceways were the only logical
builders of Lunar Spaceport One.

Null Nevins would be doing the same thing
for Terran Rocket Lines. Null, with his big,
likeable face, and personality index nine.

Jon had to outsell Null Nevins. He thought
bitterly, “What a salesman I’ll make—Personality
index two.”

And then he saw the Moc.
It stood in the bottom of the crater, below

him, a little hunched forward, on many jointed
legs. It was smaller than he was, about the size of a
collie dog. It stood looking up at him, waiting for
him to descend.

Jon set his lips in a grim, thin line, and hurried
down the slope.

HE MOCS were reasonably hospitable, Jon
found. They fed him, gave him cavern room

with a bed of Lixar skins, and left him to await his
summons before the governing council of Mocs.
He no longer wore the cumbrous space suit, for
there was artificial atmosphere in the cavern
passages.

Jon’s mind dwelt on the Mocs as he waited.
What sort of appeal would be most likely to move
the Mocs? Certainly it must be based on logic.
Since their discovery a hundred years ago by the
explorer Norman Kane, the Mocs had developed
traces of emotion. They maintained now a sort of
amused tolerance toward earth visitors, where once
they attempted destruction through a form of
telepathic hypnotism.

Contact with Terrans had set the stage for
return of emotions to the Mocs, emotions that had
been lost in mutations caused by the first violent
radioactive rays when the craters of the moon were
blown.

The Mocs would be at least partially
susceptible to the emotional blandishments of Null
Nevins.

Undoubtedly the first thing they would ask
would be what they stood to gain by the opening of

a spaceport, and the establishing of regular service
of large ships to Venus, Mars, and the outer
planets. There were many advantages—it would
create larger markets for the uranium mines of the
Mocs. Jon began ticking other advantages off on
his fingers when a Moc came into the chamber.

His thought flowed into Jon’s mind. “The
council awaits you.”

Jon followed the Moc along a circular
passage, smooth as a polished floor. Against the
polished smoothness traces of rich mineral ore
were to be seen, testimony to the rich mineral crust
of Luna.

They came out into a large cavern room,
luxuriantly furnished. A wondrously soft, thick
plastic textile covered the floor, and at the end of
the room a dais stood, smoothly functional in
design of modern polished metal. Seven Mocs sat
about the dais.

An Earth man, too, sat in the group, with an
amused smile playing over his big sun-browned
face.

Jon felt the chill of space in his veins. He felt
as though he were shriveling, and wanted to slip
quietly away, back to his laboratory. The man was
Null Nevins.

The old inferiority sense was upon Jon, and he
bowed before the chief Moc on the dais. As in a
dream he heard his voice stating Galactic’s desire
to establish a spaceport on Luna. He was amazed
that he had been able to state it so clearly. In a
moment he knew his knees would be trembling,
and his voice would begin to stutter.

His confidence was evaporating under the
amusement of Nevin’s expression. He tensed
himself trying to remember the various advantages
to the Mocs that he had memorized. He could not
even remember how he was to begin. He felt his
knees turning to jelly, and Nevin’s face swam in
his blurred vision.

The thought of the Moc ruler, Go-Vani,
murmured surprisingly in his mind, “Why, Terran,
do you not build these ports on Terra? Why do you
desire to build them here instead?”

HIS WAS a matter of physics, of mathematics.
Jon was conscious of a sense of reprieve, and

as his voice answered automatically his
subconscious mind wrestled with the forgotten
arguments.

“It is a matter of escape velocities. In order to
escape from the gravitational pull of Terra it is
necessary to build a velocity of seven miles per
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second, or in your terms, twenty glurs per ulra.
This requires a vast quantity of fuel, to be
consumed before the ship is even free of Terra.
This becomes increasingly important as we
increase the size of our ships, due to the
exponential nature of the reactions involved.

“If we could start the run to the outer planets
from Luna, this escape velocity reduces to one and
four tenths miles per second. The saving in cargo
space, and in fuel will be tremendous. It is
unnecessary to ferry fuel from Terra to equip such
Lunar ships, for fuel can by synthesized here from
your uranic stock piles.

“This plan then, would be to ship passengers
and cargo to Luna in small rockets, and transship
into the huge Lunar space liners. The engineering
advantages of such a plan are obvious.”

Jon saw the Mocs looking at him, without
expression as they pondered this information. They
seemed alien unfriendly beings. Jon looked from
one to another for some reassurance of good will.
They might as well have been bronze, for all he
could discern.

“Have you other reasons for urging this
project?” Go-Vani’s thought murmured.

Now was the time, but Jon’s carefully studied
arguments were gone, lost somehow in the alien
atmosphere of this room. He wanted to get away,
before the rubbery quivering of his legs became
entirely apparent. He stood, unable to speak, throat
muscles knotted and dry.

Go-Vani’s thought murmured, “Very well.
The other Terran, Mr. Nevins, mentioned other
arguments. He told us how our race would prosper
and advance through this development. He also
stated a number of reasons why only one Terran
firm should be given license to operate such a port.
We will consider both your arguments.”

Nodding numbly, Jon permitted himself to be
led from the room. The last thing he saw as he
departed was the contemptuous face of Null
Nevins. All the way to the cavern quarters the
bitter taste of failure was in his mouth. Atoms were
his field, and ergs, and quanta, but living beings
were too much for him.

He lay on the bed in his quarters for a long
time, gazing unseeingly at the wall.

HERE WAS a time of sleep and rest and food,
and then a visit from the Moc he had met. The

Moc’s message flowed into Jon’s mind. “I am Do-
Lasto. I bring an invitation to visit the uranium
mines, and discuss further the matter of the

spaceports.”
Do-Lasto led him outside the chamber to one

of the smooth circular communication tunnels. On
the tunnel was a car. Do-Lasto opened a port in the
vehicle and motioned Jon to enter.

There were already two other persons in the
car: Go-Vani, leader of the Mocs, and Null Nevins.

Go-Vani’s thought murmured an emotionless
greeting, and Null Nevins thrust out a huge brown
paw, saying cheerfully, “Morning, Dyke. How
goes it?”

Jon took the proffered hand, feeling the
vibrant force of the big man’s personality. The
heartiness, the very timbre of his voice made one
like and trust him instantly, and Jon had to force
himself to remember things he had heard of Null’s
lack of scruples. He sensed, too, that Go-Vani was
under something of the spell of Null’s personality,
though certainly his emotional responses were
much fainter than that of Terran men.

Null rumbled heartily. “Guess I might as well
bring you up to date, Jon, I think Go-Vani is pretty
well persuaded to build the spaceport, though he
will only want to do business with one firm. We
will want to locate the port near the uranium
mines, to make the synthesis and supply of rocket
fuel most convenient. Then, too, any ore shipments
for the Mocs, can be more conveniently loaded.
They’re gonna take us through the mines.”

Jon nodded, understandingly. Null must have
progressed greatly to be so friendly, so sure of
himself.

The car was flowing with smooth rapidity
through the polished tunnel. Here and there vents
showed in the tunnel walls, vents through which
were introduced the atmosphere they breathed.

The car stopped in a vast cavern. As they
dismounted Jon could see the glowing atomic
lights above the high cavern room that made it
seem as daylight. In the distant reaches of the
cavern, twin towers loomed, their frail slenderness
reaching high to the arched roof of the huge, under,
lunar area.

The towers mark the entrance to the mines,”
Do-Lasto told them.

S THEY approached they could see that the
towers performed a useful function, for at

their tops were power plants, and thin cables
stretched down from these. The cables were
moving, and a cylindrical bucket, incredibly large,
appeared at the base of the towers, drawn out of
the ground by the cables. It was carried up a
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considerable distance, and dumped into a vast
hopper, and then the bucket descended slowly after
more ore.

How primitive, Jon thought.
He heard Null’s voice saying to Go-Vani,

“The ore lifts are slow and cumbrous. We have not
used such lifts on Terra for years.”

“We have been considering modernization,”
Go-Vani assured him. “Perhaps you can assist us
with this task.”

Why, Jon wondered, must I always be so
slow. Why did I hesitate, while someone else came
forth with an idea and got credit for it. He set his
lips grimly. If it was engineering advice they
wanted, he should be able to outclass Null.

They descended the shaft.
“It should be simple to mount a rocket motor

on the bottom of that cylinder. That would give
you faster results, and eliminate the need for the
towers,” Null said.

“It is not so simple, or it should have been
done long ago. The blast of the rocket reacts on the
ore in these walls. The resulting radioactivity
causes severe burns on the workers. From the base
of the cylinders I can better explain this,” Go-Vani
stated.

They took a small elevator shaft, dropping
perhaps a mile before they were on a level with the
bottom of the ore lift shaft.

“This elevator is little used,” Go-Vani
continued his explanation. “It leads to an
abandoned shaft. All along this shaft the ore has
been too thin to be profitable.”

They dismounted from the elevator into a
smoothly polished, horizontal tunnel. Along this
abandoned tunnel they walked a few hundred
yards, and came to a landing. Resting on the
landing was the huge cylindrical ore carrier.
Beneath the landing another cylindrical tunnel led
away, and through this tunnel were coming cars of
ore, to be elevated and dumped into the great ore
carrier.

“That is our present work tunnel,” Go-Vani
explained. “As I told you the radioactivity
developed here by the reaction of the rocket blast,
and the heat, make the loading dangerous and
impractical. Of course we could redesign the
shafts, but this would require much major work,
and we have hesitated to undertake it.”

“It should be possible to line the vertical shaft
with some alloy,” Null said.

“Yes, but that too is a major task, since the
alloy would have to be of a nature to resist the

rocket blast over a period of years.”
Jon’s mind was racing. If only he could

express this idea of his. He opened his mouth, and
felt his throat tightening, knotting. There was, he
decided, one way to keep from making a fool of
himself. He took a notebook from his pocket, and
began to draw diagrams, and set up equations.

They walked through the mine. He was lost in
his calculations, grunting when he was spoken to,
ignoring the fact that Null was asking questions,
intelligent questions that showed his interest.

As they came to the surface he finished, and
saw Go-Vani looking at him oddly. He wondered
then, in a moment of panic, if he had lost this
encounter with Null Nevins, in spite of the
drawings and equations he held in his hand. He
extended the notes to Go-Vani.

“I think this will solve your problem,” he said.
Go-Vani glanced at the drawings casually,

then with mounting interest. He pondered the
equations, and the faint edge of surprise showed in
his voice.

“Would you consider supervising such an
installation?” Go-Vani asked.

“Of course.”
“The council will meet and consider these.

We will send for you soon. If you can build a
working lift along these lines you will not go
unrewarded.”

The glow of successful accomplishment was
warming Jon’s mind. He knew his plan was good.
This should be the move that put him ahead of
Nevins. He looked up, expecting to see rueful
admiration on Null’s face.

He saw instead, that Null was laughing at
him.

“He doesn’t mean what you think, Dyke,”
Null rumbled amusedly. “The trouble with you is
you don’t understand these Mocs.”

ON DID not know why Null’s remark should
trouble him so. He had been treated with great

respect and honor since the drawings and equations
had gone before the council, yet the laughter of
Null Nevins lived in his mind, making him unsure
of himself. The reactions of living beings were
something that never could be expressed by a
formula, and the feeling persisted that Null had
begun to realize something that Jon had missed.

Do-Lasto came now to Jon’s chambers, his
thoughts saying, “The council has considered your
plan, and would speak to you.”

It was easier standing before the council now,
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for Jon had the feeling that he was respected. Yet
he knew the frightened voicelessness would seize
him again, if much explanation was necessary.

“The idea seems entirely clear and physically
sound,” Go-Vani said. “It requires no explanation.
I have only to ask you to supervise its installation.”

“Certainly,” Jon agreed.
“A most ingenuous idea. What suggested it to

you?”
“On Terra plants grow that have small, round

seeds. We call them peas. For as long as history is
recorded children have been putting these in
hollow tubes, and blowing them at some target.
When I saw the cylindrical ore car in the polished
shaft I thought of a child’s pea shooter,” Jon
explained.

“I see. And the shaft, the unused shaft, that
was convenient to generate the gas pressure away
from our workers, the gas to shoot the car up the
shaft, like a pea from a child’s tube.”

“Yes,” Jon agreed. “It is a simple problem in
hydraulics.”

“Simple enough, yet we had not thought of
it.” Go-Vani agreed.

“If this lift is successful will you contract with
Galactic Spaceways for the building of the first
Lunar spaceport?”

Go-Vani shook his head. “I did not mean that
at all.”

“You said I would not go unrewarded,” Jon
stated.

“Of course not. We will pay you the very top
technician’s wages for your supervision. As to the
spaceport, we will do what we think best.”

Now Jon knew why Null had laughed.
Gratitude, as Terrans conceived it, was an
unknown emotion here. If Jon succeeded in the
task of the new compression lift his only reward
would be wages. But if he failed—. With a sick
horror he wondered if the Mocs could be
unemotional toward failure. Perhaps, yet he had
the feeling that if he failed his mission was lost
entirely. He had everything to lose, and nothing to
gain. To this bleak discouragement there was an
additional irritation; the laughing face of Null
Nevins would not leave Jon’s memory.

HERE followed a solid week of work, of
laboring in the tunnel with hordes of Mocs

under his supervision. There was work that
consumed his mind, and his energy, so that he fell
on the Lixar skins of his bed without thought of
other things, and fell into the black sleep of sheer

exhaustion.
The delicate construction of locks had to be

accomplished, to seal the working shaft away from
the lift tube, when the gas propelled the cylinder.
This lock had to be simple, and absolutely fool
proof. Yet at length they had locks in the two
tunnels.

The reaction that developed the gas, to create
vast quantities of heated atmosphere to pop the
great loaded ore car up a mile high vertical shaft,
such a reaction had to be a chain atomic reaction,
to develop enough power. But then that meant sure
controls had to be established, for it would not do
to throw the ore load out the top of the tube and
high into the sky, like the cork from a champagne
bottle. So that, too had to be controlled.

Even from this comparatively innocent atomic
reaction Jon had chosen, there were traces of
radioactivity. True, the reaction was far down the
abandoned shaft, far from any work area, but still,
in safety’s sake, it was best to try to trap the
radioactive particles, to trap them with huge screen
grids, stretched across the generating tunnel.

Reports of Null Nevins reached him
occasionally. Null was lunching with Go-Vani.
Null had gone on a tour of the Capital City. Null
and Go-Vani were seen at a place of entertainment,
and that in itself was significant, for to Mocs the
desire for entertainment was small.

Yet, Jon had set himself a task, and there was
no time to worry about these other things till his
task was finished.

At last he was satisfied.
When Go-Vani and his council came to make

the preliminary inspection of the work they were
accompanied by Null Nevins. At the generating
chamber Null looked at Jon and said witheringly,
“That is a poor reaction—Too unstable.”

In answer to the question growing in Go-
Vani’s eyes, Jon said fiercely, “There are two
isotopes suitable for this reaction. One is violently
unstable. The other is very safe and lends itself to
control. I am using the safer isotope.”

Null shook his shaggy head. He said to Go-
Vani, “Well, don’t be surprised if your car comes
bursting out the top, like a cork out of a bottle.
When that happens, you might as well sign with
Terran Rocket lines, and settle everything.”

Go-Vani did not respond, but Jon saw a
thoughtful look in his eyes.

“It appears in order. We will test it
tomorrow,” Go-Vani said.
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N SPITE of his weariness, Jon did not sleep well
that night. Here, in this Lunar room where it was

never night or day, the hands of his watch told him
it was an hour past Terran midnight. He had the
feeling that something was wrong at the ore lift.

The feeling grew so strong that he dressed. He
would go to the tunnel and see that everything was
all right. He left word that he would meet the
Council at the tunnel on the morrow, instead of at
the chamber as planned.

Everything appeared to be in order at the lift.
The reactants were all in the tunnel. The remote
controls, so that the reaction could be controlled
from outside, were in order. Yet small things
bothered him. He had the feeling that things were
somehow not quite the same, that something had
been touched, or moved.

He sat, watching, unsleeping, till the Council
arrived many hours later. Then he checked his
preparations. Everything appeared in order.

“You may load the first load,” Jon ordered.
The steady stream of little cars flowed,

dumping ton after clattering ton of ore into the
huge cylindrical carrier. When it was done, Jon
said softly, “This is it,” and threw the switch,
planning to expel the lift very slowly this first time.

Yet something was wrong, the indicators
indicated that the cylindrical bullet was riding too
fast, much too fast. He threw the lever to stop the
reaction and saw Null Nevins looking at him,
triumph in his eyes.

The pressure on his gauges continued to rise.
It should fall now that the reaction had been
switched off, and the cylinder moved up the tube.
Pressure was building instead and the cylinder was
sliding incredibly fast.

It was out of control. From where they stood,
they saw the ore carrier fly high out of the tube,
with a pop that almost deafened them. It turned
once on the way up, spilling ore in a vast cascading
rumble, then swung horizontally, falling athwart
one of the towers in its downward path.

The tower buckled and inclined, breaking the
fall of the cylinder, so that it fell empty, with little
damage, and lay with the ruined tower hovering
over it, like a mother bending over a fallen child.

It was impossible. Yet the memory of Null’s
leering face leaped into his mind and with a
mounting rage Jon knew what had happened.

He whirled on Null. “I know why things
looked different in the generating chamber. You
had been there substituting the dangerous isotope
for the safe one. I can prove that by analyzing the

blast gases.”
Nevins’ grin destroyed the last vestige of

Jon’s control.
“I won’t wait for the analysis,” he flared. He

lashed at Nevins in a burst of atavistic savagery,
felling him with the blow and swarmed on die
fallen body, drawing Nevins’ arm into a bone
cracking hold.

Nevins rumbled, “Don’t break that arm. I’ll
admit it. Of course I made the substitution. Your
lift would have worked otherwise.”

ON RELEASED him and Null rose to his feet,
smiling, unabashed. He said softly, “I still say

you don’t understand these people.”
Jon whirled to Go-Vani. “You heard his

confession!”
Go-Vani’s thought murmured, “A most

surprising fellow.”
Jon realized he was gaping. “A most

surprising fellow.” That meant Go-Vani did not
blame Null. That he thought it a legitimate part of
the competition. As the anger rose again, red and
uncontrollable, he knew that he was not being
entirely fair to Go-Vani. It was simply the lack of
emotion the Mocs had. Their response was to
logic, to fact. The fact was indisputable. The lift
had failed. All his forgotten arguments flared into
his mind. By PLUTO! He’d give them logic.

His voice was a cold driving wind, the voice
of a stranger, marshalling facts and argument.
When he had finished he said, “There, sign with
whom you choose, I have been too long among
you.”

Go-Vani’s thought murmured, “An eloquent
argument!”

Yet Jon was barely conscious of his words.
He was lost in the discovery he had made about
himself. He had forgotten to be shy. In moments of
great importance, this was the solution, to feel
strongly, and forget to be shy.

He knew, too, with a certain knowledge, that
back on Terra, Dawn Shane had wanted to be
kissed, and he knew how to let emotion conquer
shyness when they were together again.

The thought of Go-Vani burst blackly into the
dream, “It is perhaps unfortunate that such an
effective argument should be wasted. The truth is
we decided between you the first day you arrived.
We delayed announcing it, because we wished to
study you, to learn more of your odd reactions. We
will deal with many Terran men when the port
opens.”

I
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Slowly, sickly, Jon lifted his eyes to Null’s.
There was a half smile of triumph on Nevins’ lips.
The thought of Go-Vani continued.

“You may go now, Null Nevins, We sign with
Jon Dyke.”

Jon knew his own face must mirror Null’s
amazement. Null whirled, and left them then.

Go-Vani was watching Jon. “Why are you so
surprised, Terran? We had to judge your firms by
the representatives they sent. Our opinion was

unanimous after that first meeting. Nevins spoke of
advancement, glory, greatness. You spoke of
escape velocities, and calories, and fuel weights.”

For an instant it was as though Go-Vani had
sighed, as though some faint trace of regret tinged
his thought.

“Mr. Nevins was charming. He was such an
infinitely pleasing fellow. What a pity that he was
not a practical man.”


